
AN OVERVIEW OF MPLS SERVICES 

A MPLS service provider is used by companies that require enterprise 

connectivity. MPLS or Multi-Protocol Label Switching is for wide area networks 

and used to improve reliability connectivity. The internet that typically uses a 

standard internet protocol has data traffic succeed with best effort. With MPLS, the 

data traffic is improved beyond best effort. It is a completely secure, seamless, 

efficient services for any company utilizing their own wide area network to share 

internal data privately within the network. 

Many companies rely in high bandwidth traffic of data to support web 

conferencing, file sharing, and other network connectivity that requires proprietary 

information to remain private. The access method varies and includes any one or 

more of Ethernet, Fiber, T1, DS3, DSL and Bonded T1 solutions for to support the 

network. 

A MPLS service provider helps businesses create faster data and information 

traffic used for communications, processing of mobile device information, and a 

complete set of data recovery scenarios to accommodate any potential data 

interruption. The way MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) works is data is 

transferred from one network to another on a specific designated direct short path 

along the network. Normal network addressing, for example that used by internet 



protocol (IP) takes longer and the reliability is not as effective as MPLS. For the 

open network, it is common and expected to use the standard IP method. For a 

designed wide area network for an organization, MPLS can be taken advantage of 

for faster service, improved reliability, and increased security. 

Disaster recovery planning can be supported by a MPLS service provider. The 

proprietary network has a faster path to mirrored server environments. The faster 

service also is not limited by the operation of redundant systems operating in the 

mirrored environment to be bogged down. An interruption or intrusion at one end 

of the wide area network is fully supported with recovery scenarios with a distant 

mirrored environment. Recovery is at the point of failure as a mirrored 

environment is real time. Improved and faster recovery occurs when the recovery 

point is at point of failure instead of point of backup. The legacy backup systems 

required a recovery process of data restoration and then stepping forward by 

restoring incremental backups. Although the recovery process is occurring the 

downtime continues. A MPLS service provider allows immediate restoration using 

a mirrored environment at the time of failure on the primary environment. Failure 

is transparent and not noticed by the end user.  

As businesses rely on consumer connectivity by mobile devices, the data 

processing environment and network operated becomes more complex. The cloud 

is where companies and consumers conduct business. A business needs to care 



more for the security of its network as ecommerce data is being transmitted via 

mobile device. This sensitive information can remain protected within the business 

using a MPLS service provider. The volume of customer data is large in the cloud 

and so the processing and bandwidth needs have grown substantially in the past 

several years. Companies no longer can afford the costs of building such 

an information technology architecture on their own. It is more cost effective to 

rely on the power and resources of a MPLS service provider.  

Reputable MPLS companies will also offer security operation center services. If 

you require cloud computing services, you can collaborate with them. 
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